MEDIAN REVIEW (NO.10/97)

Prepared by King Cheng

For details about the items mentioned, a set of the clippings is available in the Reference Counter of the Library (where items may be photocopied if desired). This review is mainly based on news clippings about UST. All information recorded here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated from the Chinese as best we can when official translations are not immediately available. South China Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS) are English newspapers. Enquiries can be made to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305 or 8555).

1. UST appoints Dr Otto Lin as VP-RD
   Our press release on Dr Lin's appointment was picked up by 5 papers (11/3).

2. Pres Woo talks about the significance of science and technology to the development of HK
   Ta Kung Pao (11/3) mentioned Pres Woo's speech given at a media lunch organised by OPA on 10/3.

3. Internet shopping at UST's Information Centre
   The press responded favourably to a publicity program on this service. A total of 7 clippings (12-5/3) were received.

4. UST's complaint letter to Apple Daily
   Apple Daily (10/3) published OPA's complaint against a feature which was based on groundless rumour on ghost stories at UST.

5. Prof Philip Chan of ELEC on RTHK Radio 1's Tomorrow's World
   Prof Chan talked about the impact of microelectronics on our daily life.

6. Dr Wing Yim Tam of PHYS on RTHK's radio program, UST Technology File on Radio 5
   Dr Tam talked about smart fluid (13/3). The Program will be re-run on Radio 2 on 30/3.

7. HK Supernet and UST
   In a report on HK Supernet, SCMP (11/3) noted that the service was created by UST in 1993.

8. Prof Leonard Cheng of ECON comments on the government's annual budget
   HKS (11/3).

9. Prof Leonard Cheng of ECON comments on the Consumer Council's proposals to introduce a competition policy
   SCMP (6/3).

    In an extensive report on the education budget, Wen Wei Po (7/3) interviewed several educators, including Pres Woo.

11. "Dust due to Gobi storm"
    In a brief report with this headline, SCMP (9/3) interviewed Dr Ming Fang of Environmental Research Institute who talked about the air quality in HK last year.

12. Dr David Zweig of SOSC's survey on brain drain from China
SCMP (8/3) reported Dr. Zweig's survey on Chinese scholars studying aboard.

13. Two more clippings on Being Minorities - Contemporary Asian Art Exhibition
   HK Daily News (10/3) and Surprise Weekly (7/3).

14. Another clipping on UST helps OLI to develop its electronic library
   SCMP (6/3).

15. Another report on Higher Education Expo '97
   SCMP (6/3).

16. VP-AA's article on living in HK, China and Taiwan
   News World magazine (3/97).

17. Dr Raymond Wong of BICH's talk on RTHK's UST Technology File on 16/3
   HK Commercial Daily (6/3) carried a summary of Dr Wong's talk
   on molecular biology.

18. UST University Library
   In a soft feature, Express News (6/3) introduced several ideal places for students to do their reading. The paper also mentioned our library.

19. Dr W K Lo of HUMA's article on philosophy of life
   Sing Tao Daily (10/3).

20. OPA's weekly feature in Wen Wei Po's education page
    From UST's MBA students to Information Centre's Internet shopping (6/3).

21. HK Economic Journal carried 2 articles written by a faculty member of SBM
    The articles were written by Dr K C Wei (10,7/3).

22. HK Economic Journal (10/3) carried an article on investment written by Dr Y K Kwok of MATH.

23. Six UST activities mentioned in the campus bulletin column in SCMP (6/3).